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DOI COMMISSIONER STATEMENT ON RESIGNATION OF CITY MARSHAL
Margaret Garnett, Commissioner of the New York City Department of Investigation (“DOI”), announced today the
resignation of City Marshal Vadim Barbarovich, Badge No. 8. The resignation, effective March 16, 2020, comes as part of
a disciplinary stipulation following an investigation that began in 2018 after DOI received allegations that Barbarovich
exceeded his judgment enforcement authority by serving levies outside of New York City, the jurisdictional boundary for
all City Marshals. The disciplinary stipulation, which was received by DOI today, is attached to this release.
The rules regarding levies, and how Marshals may serve them, can be found on DOI’s website, in the NYC
Marshals Handbook, Chapter II, Section I. City Marshals’ authority to serve executions against personal property, as well
as all other mandates and processes, is limited to the geographical boundaries of the City of New York. Service on a
corporation must be made according to the provisions of Section 311 of the New York Civil Practice Laws and Rules
(“CPLR”); that is by personally serving, by hand, an officer or agent of the corporation.
DOI’s investigation reviewed a sampling of Barbarovich’s cases between July 2017 and January 2018 and, during
that review, DOI requested additional information from Barbarovich regarding dozens of levies he had served.
Barbarovich provided a spreadsheet detailing some of the specifics. Through interviews, analysis of records, and
surveillance recordings, among other investigative steps, DOI determined that Barbarovich misrepresented to DOI that he
personally served 107 levies within New York City. In fact, DOI’s investigation found that Barbarovich’s official records
contained proof of personal service on only 15 of those levies.
DOI Commissioner Margaret Garnett said, “This resignation is an important step to ensuring that City Marshals
operate in New York City with integrity, honesty, and a commitment to the rules and regulations. Marshals carry out
important, sensitive functions that powerfully impact individuals’ livelihoods, and there is zero tolerance for any Marshal
who intentionally obscures the facts or ignores the rules.”
Barbarovich collected and disbursed approximately $157,880 on 11 out of the 92 levies examined by DOI, and he
earned approximately $8,930 in total fees and poundage on those 11 levies. As part of the resignation, DOI demanded
and received the $8,930 that Barbarovich earned for those 11 levies. Barbarovich did not collect on the remaining 81
levies.
To ensure that open matters on Barbarovich’s docket are addressed properly, his business will have until the end of
March 2020 to shut down fully; however, he will not accept any new cases or work as an associate for another City
Marshal effective immediately.
This investigation was conducted by Caroline Tang-Alejandro, Director of DOI’s Marshals Unit, and Floralba
Paulino, Chief Investigative Auditor, under the supervision of Deputy Commissioner of Legal Affairs/General Counsel
Leslie B. Dubeck.
DOI is one of the oldest law-enforcement agencies in the country and New York City’s corruption watchdog. Investigations may involve any
agency, officer, elected official or employee of the City, as well as those who do business with or receive benefits from the City. DOI’s
strategy attacks corruption comprehensively through systemic investigations that lead to high-impact arrests, preventive internal controls and
operational reforms that improve the way the City runs.
DOI’s press releases can also be found at twitter.com/NYC_DOI
Bribery and Corruption are a Trap. Don’t Get Caught Up. Report It at 212-3-NYC-DOI.

Exhibit A

City Marshal Vadim Barbarovich, Badge No. 8
Date of Appointment: November 1, 2013
Effective Date of Resignation: March 16, 2020
Wind Down Procedures
1) Submit a resignation letter addressed to the Bureau of City Marshal’s Director.
2) Submit to DOI a list of all open cases immediately.
3) Do not accept any new cases (including work as an associate of another City Marshal) or initiate any
new levies.
4) Close all property execution cases on or before December 31, 2019. Prior to closing:
a. Confirm that all levies have expired or been released.
b. Contact, in writing, all creditors or attorneys on then-open property execution cases
c. Return any pending executions to the attorney or Court (as applicable)
d. Provide a copy to DOI of all such correspondence.
5) Close all income execution cases on or before December 31, 2019. Prior to closing:
a. Contact, in writing, all creditors or attorneys on then-open income execution cases and inform
them of the status of their case, including that the income execution will be returned and
garnishment released unless the Marshal has received a written instruction from the creditor
or attorney that the income execution should be reassigned to another Marshal.
b. Release any pending garnishment notices, unless the creditor or attorney has made a request,
in writing, that the income execution be reassigned to another Marshal.
c. Provide a copy to DOI of all such correspondence.
6) Close all eviction cases on or before December 31, 2019. Prior to closing:
a. Contact, in writing, all landlords or attorneys on then-open cases and inform them (i) of the
status of their case, (ii) including that the warrant of eviction will be returned to the Court,
and (iii) that the landlord or attorney may request that the warrant be reissued to another
Marshal (to be specified by the landlord or attorney).
b. Prepare a list of warrants that will be returned to the Civil Court and a list of all cases in
which the landlord has requested that the warrant of eviction be reissued to another Marshal.
c. Provide a copy to DOI of all such correspondence.
7) Close all meter seizure cases on or before December 31, 2019. Prior to closing:
a. Inform the utility companies, in writing, that you will no longer be seizing meters.
b. Provide a copy to DOI of all such correspondence.
8) Submit wind down package to DOI on or before March 16, 2020. Package will include:
a. Wind down financial statement (template to be provided by DOI).
b. Payment of the 2019 Assessment Fee.
c. Docket, Trust Cash Receipts and Disbursement Books from the first day the office opened for
business to the present. See the New York City Marshals Handbook of Regulations,
Appendix, record series numbers 18306 and 18071 for details.
d. A flash drive including scanned record series numbers 18307 and M0001-M0015. Those
records must be retained between three and seven years from the closing date. See the New
York City Marshals Handbook of Regulations, Appendix, for details.
e. Your badge and identification.
f. The attached template affirmation.

Exhibit B

THE CITY OF NEW YORK
DEPARTMENT OF INVESTIGATION
_________________________________________
In the Matter of
DOI Case No. 17-14351
VADIM BARBAROVICH
New York City Marshal – Badge No. 8
_________________________________________
INTERIM AFFIDAVIT OF WIND DOWN
STATE OF NEW YORK

)
) ss.:
COUNTY OF ____________)
Vadim Barbarovich, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

This affirmation is submitted pursuant to paragraph 18(a) of my Disciplinary

Stipulation, DOI Case No. 17-14351, with the City of New York Department of Investigation.
2.

I have not accepted any new cases since November 6, 2019.

3.

I have not issued any new levies since November 6, 2019.

4.

I closed all property execution cases on or before December 31, 2019, including

completing all steps identified in the wind down procedures as being required prior to closing
(Step 4 of Exhibit A to the Disciplinary Stipulation).
5.

I closed all income execution cases on or before December 31, 2019, including

completing all steps identified in the wind down procedures as being required prior to closing
(Step 5 of Exhibit A to the Disciplinary Stipulation).
6.

I closed all eviction cases on or before December 31, 2019, including completing

all steps identified in the wind down procedures as being required prior to closing (Step 6 of
Exhibit A to the Disciplinary Stipulation).

7.

I closed all meter seizure cases on or before December 31, 2019, including

completing all steps identified in the wind down procedures as being required prior to closing
(Step 7 of Exhibit A to the Disciplinary Stipulation).
8.

As of [on or before January 1, 2020], I had no open cases.

Dated: [On or before January 1, 2020]

__________________________________
Vadim Barbarovich

Sworn to before me this
day of
, 2020

____________________________
Notary Public
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THE CITY OF NEW YORK
DEPARTMENT OF INVESTIGATION
_________________________________________
In the Matter of
DOI Case No. 17-14351
VADIM BARBAROVICH
New York City Marshal – Badge No. 8
_________________________________________
FINAL AFFIDAVIT OF WIND DOWN
STATE OF NEW YORK

)
) ss.:
COUNTY OF ____________)
Vadim Barbarovich, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

This affirmation is submitted pursuant to paragraph 18(b) of my Disciplinary

Stipulation, DOI Case No. 17-14351, with the City of New York Department of Investigation.
2.

As of [a date on or before March 16, 2020], I have completed all items listed in

step 8 of the Wind Down Procedures (Exhibit A to the Disciplinary Stipulation).
3.

My final financial statement, dated [a date on or before March 16, 2020], is

attached hereto. I affirm that the financial statements are true and accurate. I hereby
acknowledge that DOI will rely on the truth and accuracy of this financial statement and that a
misstatement of any kind would be material.
4.

As reflected in my financial statement, I owed the city _________ in assessment

fees for 2019. I have paid the city the assessment fees for 2019.
5.

I have closed all business bank accounts.

6.

I have submitted to DOI all Docket, Trust Cash Receipts and Disbursement Books

from the first day the office opened for business to the present. See the New York City Marshals
Handbook of Regulations, Appendix, record series numbers 18306 and 18071 for details.
7.

I have submitted to DOI, on a flash drive, scanned record series numbers 18307

and M0001-M0015. Those records must be retained between three and seven years from the
closing date. See the New York City Marshals Handbook of Regulations, Appendix, for details.
8.

I have returned my badge and identification to DOI.

9.

I acknowledge that as of March 16, 2020, I may no longer use the title of Marshal.

Dated: [On or before March 16, 2020]
__________________________________
Vadim Barbarovich

Sworn to before me this
day of
, 2020

____________________________
Notary Public
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Vadim Barbarovich

Marshal, City of New York
1517 Voorhies Avenue, Suite 3R
Brooklyn, NY 11235

11/04/2019

Caroline Tang-Alejandro
Director, Bureau of City Marshals
NYC Department of Investigation

I hereby resign my appointment as City Marshal, effective 03-16-2020.

Vadim Barbarovich

Tel: (718) 968.8880
Fax: (718) 968.8884
Support@NYCMarshal8.com

